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Preface 
 
A wide variety of innovative, efficient restoration practices being utilized on individual National 
Forests of central and eastern Oregon. The purpose of the Forest Restoration Implementation 
Efficiencies Workshop was to address the need for peer-to-peer learning opportunities between 
forest industry, contractors, collaborative groups, and Forest Service staff to utilize these new, 
innovative, efficient approaches, techniques, and strategies to project development and 
implementation. The workshop was developed, organized, and hosted by Central Oregon 
Forest Stewardship Foundation through funding provided by the Oregon Department of 
Forestry’s Federal Forest Restoration Program through an agreement with The Nature 
Conservancy (ODF-2191A #10).  Other sponsoring partners included: the Deschutes 
Collaborative Forest Project and Ochoco Forest Restoration Collaborative.  
 
This multi-day workshop (November 1-3, 2016) engaged forest industry, contractors, forest 
collaborative members, and Forest Service staff in high-level, technical conversations and peer-
to-peer learning opportunities related to understanding the benefits and challenges of 
innovative implementation efficiency and effectiveness approaches, techniques and strategies 
to project development and implementation. This workshop helped participants engage in 
conversations around: reducing costs per acre of restoration, increasing trust and transparency, 
and increasing collaborative engagement in implementation processes.  
 
Over 150 participants heard from more than 30 guest speakers from private industry, 
collaboratives, conservation groups, and federal managers presented in 31 presentations, 
panels, and break-out sessions. This workshop: (1) provided peer-to-peer learning between 
individual National Forests of central and eastern Oregon; (2) shared lessons learned 
(successes/challenges) among forest industry, contractors, Forest Service staff, and forest 
collaborative groups; and (3) encouraged collaborative engagement throughout 
implementation and planning.  
 
The workshop focused on innovative forest restoration implementation efficiency and 
effectiveness strategies to successfully increase the quality, pace, and scale of dry forest 
restoration treatments. Long-term desired outcomes include: (1) increased efficiency of per-
acre costs of restoration making implementation funds available for more on-the-ground 
restoration work; (2) increased trust and transparency through increasing collaborative 
engagement throughout implementation; and (3) increased understanding of implementation 
processes by collaborative members.  
  

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers


 

 

 

How to Use this Document:  
 
Included in this document are the proceedings of the workshop: key points, notes, and the 
questions and answers for each presentation and panel. Throughout the document, you will find 
hyperlinks (in blue and underlined). Click on any of these to access additional information 
(speaker’s bio, abstracts, additional information) on the workshop website.  
 
The information contained in this document is from the notes taken during the presentations 
and questions and answering period. The content has not been edited or approved by the 
presenters. There may be mistakes, and we apologize for any errors. Please feel free to send 
corrections or edits where needed to tseager.tnc@gmail.com.  
  

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/
mailto:tseager.tnc@gmail.com
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Agreement? Check. Tools? Check. Let’s git ‘er done!  
 
CHAD DAVIS (Director of the Partnership and Planning Program, Oregon Department of 
Forestry) 
 
ODF has a Partnership and Planning Program that is to support the agency’s focus on fire, 
forest, and Forest Protection Act. We are in the second biennium and hired 4 additional staff.  
 

 Innovation: we need to recognize and grow those ideas.  

 Risk: we need to increase our appetite for it.  

 Culture of partnership: aspect to build it and have social infrastructure 

 People: we need to believe in what’s ahead; build relationships with people you didn’t 
know; don’t settle; interject personal stuff into profit. Innovate a social process in 
Oregon: social license, zones of agreement, field trips 

 Next chapter in project implementation  

o new tools, efficient, trust in operators and contractors, monitor and adaptive 
management 

o move from “when and why to treat” into “how and where else to treat” 

o Westside uses money to restore within the same watershed 

 Areas of critical restoration 

o get funding; keep collaborative partners at the table 

o restoration needs exceed current funding: timber revenue can help pay for that 

 GNA projects: offer new authority for collaborative projects 

o more work on the ground with the Forest Service 

o cost-effective of existing guidance in FS guidebooks  

o can we do things differently than the guidebooks while maintaining quality to 
the American public? 

o truly evaluate new approaches 

o can’t innovate without each other 

o innovate in social aspect: beyond which tree to cut - get to recycle the revenue 
to restoration 

o Federal funds won’t pay for everything; need to find efficiencies to help pay for 
that while maintaining environmental quality 

 

 All hands; All lands 

o Needs to be strategic; intersection of management in private lands with pace & 
scale on public lands 

 

 

Keynote Address 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/chad-davis/
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 Prescribed Fire 

o across ownership boundaries 

o get comfortable with risk, especially perceived risk 

o wildfire motives us to work and science supports that 

o values must be at risk for us to act 

o share risk to advance work 

 Implementation 

o humans interact with the landscape; there are risks 

o more loggers die per 100K than in the military 

o intentional about risk, including putting values at risk 

 Partnerships: expand our circle; bring people in from sidelines; embrace latecomers 

 Develop analysis tools: ODF funds it but it is on USFS lands 

 Data collection approaches: teams on the ground, trust, respect, risk 

 Contractors are partners working on the ground 

o innovative, risk, culture of partnership 

 We need your ideas! 

 
 
 
 

 

  

 
Keynote Address cont. 
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PANEL: The Economics of Forest Restoration  
 

Making Forest Restoration Economical 

BODIE DOWDING (Forester, Interfor) 

 

Making Forest Restoration Economical was a presentation of factors industry considers when 
purchasing a timber sale. The presentation concentrated on reasons that a sale may go ‘no bid’ 
or factors that reduce the stumpage value to the selling agency. A few of the items discussed 
were: timber sale cut outs, minimum piece size, purchaser marking, and required chip wood 
removal. Examples of the effect these issues have had on recent sale offerings were covered. 

 

Key Points: 

 Bid and pay: based on audit or delivered? Delivered gives 31% increase 

 Underrun: they pass on it or take 2/year and then don’t bid anymore 

 Tonnage sale: most paces won’t take 8’ pieces. While nobody will buy it, contractors 
have to bid on it like it is a saw log. We have to bid on 12’ board but most paces won’t 
take <16’ board. All the rest is chipwood.  

 The increase in money would go to restoration instead of losses 

 Non-timber sale required removal becomes chipwood 

 Chipwood is subject to agreement; if not market it could stay in the woods. If there’s a 
premium, then it can drive up the $ in a timber sale. Currently it can stop timber sales 
from happening 

 Does marking cost more from FS than the contractor?  

 DxD requires marking 

 
 

 
Question: Requiring non-saw logs, it is cheaper to slash & pile? 

Answer: yes, it costs more to stroke it; so slash & pile is much cheaper, see benefit of 
decreased fire risk. If you bid and shelve it for a year and during that time the chip 
market changed, no longer valuable.  

 

A: Case study: subject to agreement R5 FS biomass, energy, relicenses, energy credits. 
If chipwood was “subject to agreement” then it killed sales. Markets fluctuate. Federal 
money goes to ODF through GNA.  

 

 

The Economics of Forest Restoration 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/bodie-dowding/
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/economics-forest-restoration/making-forest-restoration-economical/
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Q: Which is better to get logs from: federal, state, or private? 

A: Depending on what we paid and the market 

 

Q: Thinning from below, chip is constant. Chip is volatile, but it can go up to $35/$40. Is 
contract logging enough to let it rebuild? Is 3 years long enough? Should it be 5 years? 

A: Longer contracts are better gamble, but chip market is still going to be a risk. If you 
wait too long to get it out, then you have to take the equipment back out into the 
forest, and that costs more.  

 
 

Using the LanFin Tool 

ED BROWN (Forest Silviculturist, Chemult Ranger District, Fremont-Winema National Forest) 
 
LanFin is a landscape financial model using ArcFuels and the Landscape Treatment Designer 
(LTD) to display stumpage values across a landscape. The inputs come from the Forest 
Vegetation Simulator cut tree lists which are processed to give stumpage value of the cut 
trees. This output is then projected across a landscape showing stumpage values. Areas of high 
and low value become visible allowing managers and collaborators to see areas of high and no 
stumpage value. Prescriptions can then be modified increasing stumpage in areas of higher 
value to cover the restoration costs in low value areas. Using LTD, optimal distribution of 
stumpage can be allocated across the landscape displaying the tradeoffs between various 
resources. 
 
Key Points: 

 Financial analysis at the landscape level 

 For restoration work, you need to know how much money you’ll have 

 What if we cut mature trees? Franklin tells us you can make an economic argument but 
not an ecological one 

 Cutting mature trees to get more money to do more restoration 

 LanFin allows you to get the value of each stand on 100K acre projects 

 Some stands and areas that you can’t treat because of money loss 

 ArcFuels and Landscape Treatment Design: figure out funding then use to prioritize 
treatment areas 

 We don’t have high value per acre like the west side 

 Back-log may not get done because we’re moving ahead and don’t have funding; 
stumpage = revenue we can spend on things 

 Clarity and trust: be open and show details, show collaboratives 

 We’re not doing timber management anymore; we’re doing forest management 

 Be more transparent, if cutting timber then say that in NEPA 

 Models give you framework for discussion 

 

 
The Economics of Forest Restoration cont. 
 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/ed-brown/
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/economics-forest-restoration/using-lanfin-tool/
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Question: How can we get LanFin? 

Answer: Get ahold of me (Ed Brown: eabrown@fs.fed.us). Still working on it, and I’ll 
keep you posted.  
 

Q: There are many values, some may not be monetized. Is there a way for the tool to account 
for that? 

A: Not really; some things are difficult to measure. The model gives a framework and 
then you can have a discussion.  

 

Q: How detailed does the stand information need to be? 

A: Tree list, we use stand exam. You can use GNN but it is fuzzy. Can take data and do 
growth models. Climate change may affect model output.  

 
Q: What is the 21” limit? 

A: It was a temporary assessment of Old Growth that was then put in as permanent 
direction on all eastside forests (the Regional Forester put it into all eastside Forest 
Plans in 1995 until something better would be created; it is still there).  

 
 

The Economics of Holistic Restoration — Integrating Fuels Reduction 
with Other Restoration Goals 

PAM HARDY (Board Member, Blue Mountains Forest Partners) 

ZACH WILLIAMS (Board Member, Blue Mountains Forest Partners) 

SUSAN JANE BROWN (Board Member, Blue Mountains Forest Partners) 

  

Key Points (PH): 

 Trust with FS partners: why environmentalists don’t have trust is from what logging 
really looked like back in the 1990s 

 History of distrust, like the story of the Redwoods. The legal process didn’t work.  

 Things have changed, but not getting the story out there 

 Oregon Wild survey found members wanted litigation. That’s an old model of doing 
business. Groups should do what’s right not what members want.  

 We need to tell our story to help change understanding 

 Cost of distrust: brakes get put on, look for ways to stop it 

 Build trust through examples: people saying what the mean by seeing it 

 This conference gives ideas to get dollars on the ground for restoration 

 Timber is one of many values, talk about the others too: wildlife, water, recreation 
 

 
The Economics of Forest Restoration cont. 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/pam-hardy/
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/zach-williams/
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/susan-jane-brown/
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Key Points (ZW): 

 Non-saw mandatory removal requires 180-200 miles 1-way, so we didn’t get the money 
left over for restoration 

 This isn’t a glorified timber grab: non-saw is set by the FS: 6” saw log has no  
market, so double the FS bid of a non-saw 

 Challenges of holistic restoration?  
o costs a lot of money to get the projects done 
o is it cheaper to cut out 8” dbh unlike doing commercial timber sale, or hire pre-

commercial to do it? 
o where is the money best spent? 
o what does it really need to look like? Can fire be used to remove some of the 

small diameter material and biomass? 

 Collaboratives give us opportunity through trust 
o if we make this about commercial logging, we’ll lose 
o aspen, roadwork, and pre-commercial thinning are important 
o non-saw removal takes a lot of work; it is a huge challenge, need to remove the 

material to make restoration work 
 

Key Points (SJB): 

 The conservation community never been comfortable with active management 

 there’s baggage: NWFP, NSO, salvage rider - we remember the exploit of the forest 

 We are reluctant participants in collaboration: 
o easier to come to the table with science 
o lack of trust with the FS, so we have external scientists to build trust 

 Non-timber products are a condition of future management: 
o T&E species, wildlife, habitat, non-extraction based 

 We want to restore fish passages, increase wildlife habitat and populations, restore 
aquatic systems 

 How is science used to formulate management? Is it a timber grab? 
o we need these questions answered; we came to the table “to see” 
o mixed results in the past 10 years 
o there are some win-win like on the Malheur NF 
o other places are struggling 

 Had to make forest restoration pencil out on the eastside 
o easy to monetize timber 
o important for timber infrastructure that they make money 
o we have concerns: ecological work needs to be done 

 Sales aren’t penciled out, so restoration work on other pieces didn’t make it; they got 
cut 

 Difficult to keep conservation partners at the table if we don’t get non-monetary work 
done  

 Want to learn how to be more efficient stick with the science; make sure we get holistic 
restoration 

 
The Economics of Forest Restoration cont. 
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Question: In using science to inform management, what happens when there is a disparity 
between social acceptance and science? 

Answer: An example of ecological health and social values: large trees that are young 
and impacting old growth.  

A: Writing NEPA well and acknowledging trade-offs. Treat with sensitive 
understanding; take time to explain what the science shows. Connect the dots and 
steps and address them clearly.  

A: Work on relationships. Science gives us data; points of information. Forestry is a 
social question. What does non-activity mean? Good or bad, what are the trade-offs we 
are making? Science is a tool.  

Q: Is the cost savings for contractors and for the agency side? Does the price of the sale go 
down? 

A: International markets affect sale prices too. Contractors keep crews on, even at a 
loss. If we cut projects too close, how does the contractor make money? 

A: Show a lot of respect for the families that have harvested timber for their life 

Q: Are there opportunities for efficiencies in stewardship?  

A: New and challenging; non-saw material in the fiber market shifts week to week. Lots 
of conversions: FS for sale then tonnage then Mbf. Can’t be off by much or we’ll sink 
ourselves. Work to do on appraisals and cruising.  

Q: To the environmental collaborative members: industry has scars too in failed collaboratives. 
How do we heal those scars and get timber back at the table? 

A: The eastside and westside are different. Eastside everyone’s looking to heal, so 
there’s interest. Westside may not be ready to heal.  

A: All stakeholders need to be ready to come together, put down weapons. Don’t force 
the conversation. Start with those willing to have the conversation. 

A: Timber does collaborate on the westside, but industry in SW has had hard time. 

A: Look to examples of success of what allowed collaboratives to be functional.  Social 
scientists have a better view from the outside.  

A: Engaging offers a set of challenges and opportunities. Make it economical; what are 
the trade-offs? Important and challenges of holistic restoration.  

 
Summary: Agree to get something out of the forest. If capacity disappears, nobody will get 
what they want. Keep collaborating even if not everyone gets everything they want.  

  

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 
The Economics of Forest Restoration cont. 
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Implementation  

—  
Planning for Success 
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From Inception to Implementation — Planning for Success  
 

Planning Multi-Ownership Forest Health Projects through Partnerships 
and Collaboration 

AMY MARKUS (Forest Wildlife Biologist, Fremont-Winema National Forest)  
 
Several partners in Lake County are working together on the North Warner Multi-Ownership 
Forest Health Project. This project provides a great model for how to approach landscape level 
forest health projects involving multiple partners and private landowners. Through this effort, 
the partners have discovered some lessons learned and tips for success that may be helpful to 
others working on similar projects. 
 
Key Points: 

 To deal with forest health, we need all-lands approach 

 Outline a 6-step process to success 

 Example project in Lake County with federal, county, and private landowners 

 Used landscape-level planning (400K acres) 

 Assessed public and private land for treatment need by condition 

 Increased pace & scale requires private land too 

 Key partners include ODF (GNA) and other agencies that can work with private 
 

Question: Does the community supports the Lake Forest Health project? How do you 
communicate with the stakeholders? 

Answer: Know your audience; their time; their skills. Figure out individual needs and 
meet them there.  
A: Audience member shares that the community does support Amy Markus 

 

Q: What work is needed to adopt new ideas? 
A: Time and individual leaders. Need motivated people with trust.  
A: If you find high-performers, stick with them! If successful collaboration, match with 

agency equivalents. Prioritize based on leadership.  
 

Q: How do you address timber profit on private land? 
A: The project is not implemented yet. Timber dollars on private land are still private. 

The grant money is for the non-merchantable restoration.  
 

Q: Are the private timber not towards the targets? 
A: Yes, they are. We are interested in Farm Insect CE. Good match to work federal side 

of well-managed private land. Thanks to the RVCC report! 
A: All lands even more complex than just work on Federal 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

From Inception to Implementation — Planning for Success 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/amy-markus/
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Making Use of Good Neighbor Authority 

CALE GRAVES (Federal Forest restoration coordinator for the Klamath Lake district) 
 
Good Neighbor Authority (GNA) provides the opportunity for the state to implement 
restoration projects on federal land, including the administration of timber sales and the use 
any program revenue generated to be used on further restoration. This talk explored the 
possibilities of using GNA in Oregon, shared our current understanding of the necessary 
ingredients, and discussed a current pilot project between ODF and USFS on the Fremont-
Winema NF. 
 
Key Points: 

 GNA helps increase pace & scale 

 We have new authority as GNA is in the 2014 Far m Bill 

 In this program, the State (ODF) acts as an agent of the Feds (USFS) 

 Authority is indefinite whereas a Master Stewardship Agreement (MSA) is 10 years 

 A “supplemental project agreement” is needed for each project 

 This requires NEPA (all federal regulations); the State can help with NEPA 

 Difference is on the ground: contracting & labor is done by the State 

 Wisconsin and R9 use a different model with no GNA money but the same tool 

 Program income = receipts - appraised value 

 SPA is for support project agreement 

 Treatment is an option for implementation, but roads are not allowed under GNA (can 
be done under other authorities) 

 Timber and non-timber aren’t separated, just difference in that one generates money 
and the other costs money 

 Examples: ODF had crews and capacity for hand thinning and contract thinning; the 
USFS had the money but no capacity 

 Paddock is a conceptual model, but nothing is signed yet 
o public and private land; lots of surface fuels; high lightening activity 
o private land is better managed for fire; an ignition will burn across both 

 No existing GNA dollars though investing FFRP dollars 
 
 

Question: What is the purpose and need for this project? 
Answer: Paddock is a big landscape and the FS doesn’t have the capacity, so they 
looked to ODF and the use of GNA. 

 
Q: Why does the State want this? 

A: Not a loss of overall dollars. It pays for itself. Some of it is State Lands, but also 
Oregon needs jobs and this creates forestry jobs.  

 
From Inception to Implementation — Planning for Success cont. 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/cale-graves/
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Q: Do the Feds provide equipment and vehicles for this? 
A: No. We could, but we intentionally don’t include them.  

 
Q: How much FS oversight is in the implementation? What about litigations? 

A: Oversight is still being worked out; it is a balancing act. I’m not sure on litigation.  
 

Q: What happens with the road deposits?  
A: They are still collected. 

 
Q: Is there a private land risk with the prescribed fire? 

A: GNA isn’t a tool for prescribed fire. Landowner takes on that responsibility.  
 

Q: With GNA, is there stewardship money left at the end of the year? Is that normal? 
A: Markets fluctuate. Federal money goes to ODF through GNA.  

 
 
 

Authorities to Maximize Restoration 

ANDY GEISSLER (Western Oregon Field Forester, American Forest Resource Council) 
 
The management plans for National Forests in Oregon typically contain numerous prescriptive 
limitations that often inhibit the ability of land managers to implement  
effective dry forest treatments over large landscapes in need. These limitations are embedded 
in land designations, sensitive species directives, and survey requirements that in many cases 
were established prior to the development of dry forest restoration principles. These 
prescriptive limitations can inhibit land managers from both maximizing the treatment acres in 
need and treating individual stands to the level they require based on dry forest restoration 
principles. On dry forest landscapes in southwestern Oregon, land managers have faced these 
obstacles and utilized various authorities to navigate through them in order to implement dry 
forest restoration treatments to their fullest extent. While the specifics of these obstacles likely 
differ from those in eastern and central Oregon, the methods in which land managers 
overcame them are likely transferable. During his presentation, Andy outlined a few of these 
current and potential authorities and approaches that would lead to increasing the pace and 
scale of dry forest restoration. 
 
Key Points: 

 AFRC would like to see more use of authorities 

 No extra money coming for the USFS; we need efficiencies through authorities 

 Authorities need to be adopted by the USFS 

 National Forests are not sharing successes enough; important to do so 

 NEPA is the most expensive and time consuming step 

 CEs are efficient, they fill in the gaps 

 
From Inception to Implementation — Planning for Success cont. 
 
 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/andy-geissler/
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 CEs are easier on the westside with the amount of volume, but could work on eastside 
too 

 Industry sees NEPA as equivalent to how the environmentalists see restoration: we are 
promised more than is delivered 

 McKenzie River RD (Willamette NF) uses 70-acre CEs 
o these areas would otherwise not be treated 
o mostly overgrown plantations 
o used this authority 11 times to get 7.2 Million board feet (Mbf) 

 
 

 
Question: Are the numbers you presented gross or net? 

Answer: Gross on the dollars.  
 

Q: Why use the CEs? 
A: These programs are important. They don’t interrupt main NEPA program; there is 
staff time in the FS to work on CEs. In a large landscape, only 15% of it is implemented. 
The 3 pace CE was cheapest, the lowest cost per acre ever in NEPA.  

 
Q: What were the prescriptions in the 70-acre CEs? 

A: Thinning plantations with variable density. There was a consultation for the 
Northern Spotted Owl. It was an easy consultation; normal prescription.  

 
Q: Why only 15% of the treatment? 

A: Not sure. Some is age of the stands. Roads in bad condition. No field checking during 
NEPA.  

 
Q: Environmentalists don’t like CEs. Have you seen any drawbacks? 

A: No. This is non-controversial treatment. The environmentalists already support this. 
The FS does take comments on CEs. 

 
Q: Collaboration and landscape are thought of as eastside approaches. What is the landscape 
approach on the westside? 

A: I used the treatment acres, not planning acres. Actually the projects are bigger, 
similar to the eastside. They are based on the watershed.  

 
Q: Why do acres drop out of FS planning area? 

A: (from FS person from the Malheur): we start big and whittle away based on 
resources. Want to be ~50% treated, current we are at 30-40% treated area within 
the projects. Malheur NF not using CEs, rather landscape scale planning; 
interconnected resources.  

 

 
From Inception to Implementation — Planning for Success cont. 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
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Q: How does the FS determine the project area? 
A: from FS person: We have an all resource projects areas prioritization. If they are all in 

the same area, then we make that the project.  
 
 
 

Packaging Federal Resources for All-lands  

KAREN HARDIGG (RVCC Director, Wallowa Resources) 
 
Connecting a suite of existing federal programs and tools that can facilitate the implementation 
of a consistent and predictable program of work that meets conservation objectives and 
provides economic benefits for rural communities. This presentation included specific examples 
where community and agency leaders have demonstrated flexibility and opportunities within 
existing authorities and offer solutions to common challenges. 
 
Key Points: 

 RVCC is a network of local partners focused on economic, ecological solutions 

 We use existing authorities and policies, then look to develop new policies 

 Tell success stories, diffuse innovations 

 All-lands requires all parties to move forward 

 RVCC started with a policy focus; those tools have increased 

 We may not need a new fix; we can use the tools we already have 

 We created a report as a tool to try, test, document 

 Few people felt comfortable with the tools, inconsistent use of them and conflicting 
stories 

 The report highlights select tools (it is not comprehensive) 

 USFS isn’t always successful at spreading knowledge, RVCC wants to 

 See a push in DC for fixes, but we need to look at what we already have for options 

 Many things are needed to align work with partners (state, feds, NGOs) 

 Lead with solutions, possibly from interest groups 

 Build around “institutional entrepreneurs”; link them to collaboratives and stakeholders 

 RVCC will hold a workshop: their 13th Annual Meeting on Jan 10-12 in Troutdale.  

 It is a regional learning exchange; identify experts to go and share knowledge 
 
  

 
From Inception to Implementation — Planning for Success cont. 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/karen-hardigg/
http://www.ruralvoicescoalition.org/annual-meeting/
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PANEL: 

Cutting Edge 
Technologies for Sale 

Layout and 
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PANEL: Cutting Edge Technologies for Sale Layout and 
Implementation  
 

Virtual and Discernible Boundaries 
JUDD LEHMAN (Timber Program Manager and Contracting Officer, Fremont-Winema NF) 
 
Key Points: 

 Accelerated restoration work on the Fremont-Winema NF focuses on crown-fire 
potential and ecological restoration, though the urgency is on fire 

 FWNF has two mills: Lakeview and Crescent 

 The effects of large fires create an urgency in addressing treatment 

 Low volume/acre, trying to get timber target, get NEPA on big projects, but how do we 
get the sales laid out? 

 Tools for implementation efficiencies: DxP (description) is the most efficient; 
capitalizes timber dollars 

 Select contractors based on past performances, meeting goals over dollars for future 
awards; the end result is a service contract 

 Use GPS boundaries: still tag and mark culture sites or ESA habitat 

 Virtual unit: change and allow treatment with buffer 

 Slightly ahead of technology, ag is there but timber not yet, but soon 

 Trimble, iPhone, iPad 

 Testing and monitoring the current work, evolution from visual boundary 

 Breach of contract based on technology and on management goals 

 Process of transport to contractors on cruising (FS process is clear) 

 Technology will be huge time savings! 

 LiDAR can search for spatial patterns then put them into the tablets 
 
 

Question: Has there been a sale with virtual boundaries on the Fremont-Winema? 
Answer: We are laying it out right now in the North Warners.  

 
Q: Discrepancy that you discussed in virtual boundaries is a red flag. If NEPA says one thing 
and then your treating another, how does that work?  

 

A: In marking you’re already making arbitrary decisions. Most lines are in low volume 
areas to remove non-commercial, so its restoration work not timber harvest. We do 
need an answer to the NEPA implications with research.  

 
 

 

Cutting Edge Technologies for Sale Layout and Implementation 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
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Q: Is the virtual boundary being used in stewardship for timber sales? 

A: Conceptually, it is DxP. Scaled to sale. It lends itself to stewardship with quality 
control. It offers more tools.  

 
Q: DxP costs more we think, but how do we assure that is easier than DxD, let alone this virtual 
boundaries? 

A: DxD is extensive, measurements are required. It costs a lot of money. DxP is a basal 
area target with a range than measuring 4” off the ground.  

 
Q: The virtual boundaries is great technology, but pre-sale crews used to find wildlife and other 
valuable information out for the FS.   

A: Some jobs will disappear, but some jobs will appear. We will lose boots on the 
ground.  

 
Q: Remote sensing for virtual boundaries will not pick up resources such as wildlife and 
archeology. will not pick up resources such as wildlife and archeology.  

A: We’re spending millions of dollars on NEPA and yet we’re not capturing all of that 
either. We need to learn and we can’t spend that much.  
A: We are part of a global market; we have to be competitive to drive costs down. 
Everything on the east side is going to struggle to be efficient and pay for it. The 
eastside rarely pays for itself whereas the westside can get much greater money in 
really small areas.  

 

 
Integration of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Daily Forest Operations, 
from Cruising to Regeneration Survey 

BOGDAN STRIMBU (Assistant Professor, Oregon State University)  
 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are expected to change the face of forestry as we know it. There are 
already significant advances in execution of various tasks that are either expensive or resource 
unfeasible, particularly in areas where access is difficult. The presentation focused on 
regeneration success, damage, soil compaction, and inventory.  
 
Key Points: 

 Unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) is a current tool: sample up front, cruise, then 
extrapolate 

 Drones are the biggest change in the forestry world: explosive development, way faster 
than smart phones 

 Half of inventory work is using them; sensors are cheap 

 Computation: small drone can’t have high grade sensor but can calculate instead 

 Trade-offs: fixed wing flies longer but gets less data; copter get more data but has 
shorter flights 
 

 
Cutting Edge Technologies for Sale Layout and Implementation cont. 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/bogdan-strimbu/
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 Chopper:  
o Sensor, rgb camera, fly under canopy with fish-eye lens 
o Record images but they need analyzed 
o Process them raster to raster or raster to vector 

 Application: 1000’s of points (100s/m2): gives you images of trees 

 Sub-inch resolution 

 Classification algorithm 95% accurate, better than the human eye 

 Finds trees, ID’s crown, always >85% (in uneven age, multi-storied stand) 

 99% accurate in plantations 

 Need qualified personnel, develop it, capture it in minutes and then have it to analyze 
as you want 

 

Question: How do you calibrate field of view on the drone? 
Answer: Above canopy is easy. Fly more than you think. Point cloud corrects for height 
and tilt. New rules for drone pilots allows easier process.  

 
Q: Doesn’t the camera on the drone have GPS?  

A: Point cloud scales it. Don’t need GPS. Can georeference it with technology. Lots of 
movement with chopper with wind and trees, but it is accurate.  

 
Q: On the drones, does it do tree species identification?  

A: No, work in progress. Even LiDAR is challenged by that. Classification with 3D 
component to try and help. Drone work is a different world.  

 

Q: What about wildlife harassment with the drone? What safeguards are in place?  
A: The technology is new; we’re learning. Coarse approaches. Restrictions on listed 
wildlife species. Private drones are modified. There are no standards. 

 

 
Using Avenza PDF Maps in Concert with Cut- To-Length Harvesting 
Systems 

MATT MATTIODA (Forester, Miller Timber) 
 
Key Points: 

 Miller Timber Services likes Avenza PDF maps 

 Shows how much has been treated, and how much is left 

 Resource protection: wildlife time stamps 

 Landowner asks us to “get what you can”, but afterwards this gives you post-harvest 
data 

 Gives geo location for potential problems (wet areas) 

 Virtual logging plan: laid out ahead of time, removes layers if needed 

 
Cutting Edge Technologies for Sale Layout and Implementation cont. 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
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 Lat/Long at all times and tracks operators: you can see where they cut and when 

 Distances for landings or forwarding 

 Tracks the # of acres in progress, saves time, as we enter only once 

 Depletion: drops pins on why they didn’t harvest 

 Real-time view of the mechanics: geo tags trees and logs 

 Interaction between the machine and the data, the forest and the data 
 

Question: Is it dependent on cell service and tower access? 
Answer: Yes, some satellite use but it is slow data speed 

 
Q: How accurate is this?  

A: Hard lines put in with GPS and we are close. Only flagging key things: streams and 
machine warns them to look for it. 

 
Q: Does this assess and improve the production of the logging machines? 

A: Yes, keeps vital statistics of machines and operators 
 
Q: The tablet can work in any machine? 

A: Yes, even hand held 
 
 

 
Planning Ground-based Harvest Operations to Limit Soil Impacts  

PAUL ADAMS (Professor Emeritus, Forest Engineering, Resources & Management, Oregon 
State University)  
 
Key Points: 

 Policy: National Forest Management Act (NFMA) 1976 

 Admin Rules with R6 Standards: area, compaction, displacement, erosion 

 Private ground: forest practice rules 

 Soil is the heart of the forest: good for forest & wildlife; good for business 

 Growth impact on individual stems comes from compaction 

 Planning: ID different soils then use choice of system or machines 

 Consider soil strength, porosity 

 Compliance with federal standards: 60 ft spacing on tracks 

 1-3 passes has much higher potential to recover 

 >6 passes has lower chance to recover 

 Soil pressure is dynamic based on slope and other factors 

 Physical soil properties 

 On east side of state, slash pile burning changes the properties of soil 

  

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 
Cutting Edge Technologies for Sale Layout and Implementation cont. 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/paul-adams/
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 Snow pack with climate change, it may not be predictable when soil is frozen or 
covered 

 West side: 60-80% slope the soil did well but depends on: site, operator, machine 

 Options of too much compactions: soil tillage 

 Cost-effective if you foucs on damaged spots only 

 All forestry is local: site specific 

 Operators and design are key, as science can inform that 
 

 

Question: Is there an eastside comparison of steep-slope logging similar to the westside 
study? 

Answer: Yes, it is underway. Steep terrain logging talk tomorrow will include some of 
that.  

 
Q: What about wanting some soil disturbance to increase understory diversity?  

A: Yes, with planning, but we don’t always know the effect.  
 
 

Q: What about the post-logging with freezing and thawing?  
A: Usually soil surface, keep compaction shallow and it will recover. Observe best 
practices. Some of the paths shown were bladed and not compacted. They created a 
road.  

 

 
 

Accelerating Forest Restoration in Northern Arizona using the Digital 
Restoration Guide 

NEIL CHAPMAN (Northern Arizona Program Restoration Manager, The Nature Conservancy) 
 
The Nature Conservancy is working to accelerate the pace and scale of forest restoration 
within the 2.4 million acre Four Forest Restoration Initiative. Implementation bottlenecks 
include the low value of small-diameter wood and associated biomass and the tentative social 
acceptance of large-scale treatments. The Digital Restoration Guide, an integration of existing 
and emerging technologies, addresses these bottlenecks by improving wood harvester 
efficiency, increasing the amount of acreage prepared for treatments, and obtaining new field 
operations data to better inform adaptive management.  
 
Download resources related to this presentation: 

o Arizona: Restoring Our Forests for a Secure Water Future 

 
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 
Cutting Edge Technologies for Sale Layout and Implementation cont. 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/%E2%80%8Bneil-chapman/
https://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/regions/northamerica/unitedstates/arizona/restoring-arizonas-forests.xml?redirect=https-301
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Forest Restoration in the Tablet & Smart Phone Era — Marking and 
Realtime Monitoring using the ICO APP 

DEREK CHURCHILL (Research Associate, University of Washington) 
 
Incorporating spatial variability into forest restoration prescriptions has resulted in 
implementation challenges; primarily quantifying, marking, and monitoring desired levels of 
variability in treatments. These challenges are magnified with Designation by Prescription 
contracts. In addition, compliance monitoring of treatments typically occurs after units have 
been cut and so creates a lag time that slows collaborative learning and adaptive 
management. We present an Andriod APP that allows marking crews or operators to track and 
map progress towards prescription targets for both density and pattern in real time. The APP 
provides implementers, managers, and stakeholders immediate and transparent feedback on 
treatments, which facilitates more efficient implementation, monitoring, and adaptive 
adjustments. The APP is designed for ICO (Individuals, clumps, and openings) prescriptions, 
but can be adapted for basal area or other prescription approaches. It can also be used by 
stakeholders or others for multiparty monitoring. 
 
Download resources related to this presentation: 

o Listen to a radio interview on the ICO APP 
o Download the ICO Managers Guide (PDF) 

 
 

 
Question: How do we get the app? 

Answer: Contact Sean Jeronimo for a copy of the app (email: jeronimo@uw.edu). 
More information available in the Managers Guide (link provided above).  

 

Non-contact tree measurement for forest harvesting machines  

LUCAS WELLS (PhD student, Oregon State University)  
  
Using two lost-cost cameras we measure individual tree location and diameter. This 
technology can be mounted on forest harvesting machines and used by operators to measure 
tree diameters remotely. Operators can carry out DxP treatments from within the cab of the 
machine improving both the safety and efficiency of the operation. 

 

 
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

 
Cutting Edge Technologies for Sale Layout and Implementation cont. 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/derek-churchill/
http://nwpr.org/post/app-helps-crews-protect-nw-forests-wildfires
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/wp-content/uploads/ICO-Manager-Guide-version-3.pdf
mailto:jeronimo@uw.edu)
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/lucas-wells/
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PLENARY SPEAKER: 

Do Collaboratives 
Matter in Litigation? 
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Do Collaboratives Matter in Litigation? 
SUSAN JANE BROWN (Staff Attorney, Western Environmental Law Center) 
 
This presentation discussed the recent federal court decision in Alliance for the Wild Rockies v. 
United States Forest Service, where the District of Idaho denied a preliminary injunction to 
plaintiffs seeking to stop a large landscape restoration project on the Payette National Forest 
in Idaho, largely on the basis of collaborative group involvement in the planning of the 
challenged project. The presentation included an overview of the case and a discussion of its 
potential implications for collaborative restoration in our region. 
 

Download resources related to this presentation: 

o Twenty Years of Forest Service Land Management Litigation (PDF) 
o The Contested Use of Collaboration & Litigation in National Forest Management (Nie 

and Metcalf Bolle Center Perspective Paper, 2015) PDF 
 

Key points: 

 Collaboratives can offer an alternative analysis for NEPA 

 There was an ‘open letter’ from some environmental groups 

 There are differences of opinions within the conservation community 

 Litigation, objections, these are real parts of the process 

 It is a tool to be used for good or ill 

 Few projects are litigated 

 Overall, collaboration results in better projects on the ground 

 Litigation doesn’t necessarily stop projects from getting implemented 

 Lost Creek on the Payette NF: 
o collaborative intervened on behalf of the Forest Service 
o the courts asked if an injunction be in the public’s best interest 
o court held that implementation would benefit the public 

 Whether or not makes a difference in the outcome if: a project is a collaborated upon, 
and the collaborative is involved in a case. That is unknown 

 Collaborative groups are more common now, but it is unknown the effect this has in the 
court systems 

 We know projects are getting on the ground 
 

 

Question: Is this fair? Will it harder to litigate? 

Answer: No, it is still easy to object. Not sure how the courts will handle collaboratives.  

 

 

 

Morning Plenary Speaker 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/susan-jane-brown/
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/wp-content/uploads/Twenty-Years-of-Forest-Service-Land-Management-Litigation-Malmsheimer-et-al.-2014.pdf
http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/wp-content/uploads/Nie_Metcalf_Bolle_Litigation_Perspective_Oct-2015.pdf
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Q: What makes collaboratives viable? 

A: Diverse groups of stakeholders. All voices that need to be there are there. Not all 
groups are collaboratives. Open, transparent, inclusive. You can achieve a goal that you 
can’t achieve individually. Nervous when Congress tries to define collaboration to give a 
pass on some legal processes. Objection and litigation are important tools. We don’t 
need to curtail other public process when we collaborate.  

Q: Who’s winning? Are there fewer ending up in court? 

A: FS litigation over time is decreasing. FS wins about 53% of the time nationally, but 
most of the time in R5 and R6. FS wins more in R6. Used to be easy to win litigation but 
the FS has gotten better and they are doing different projects now, restoration 
projects.  

Q: If Congress validates collaboration, would that end environmental lawyers and you would 
be out of a job? 

A: Litigation is for stopping bad things. It does not get good things. Collaboratives do 
that.  

Q: Who’s responsible to get diverse voices at the table? 

A: Stakeholders themselves. Small group builds and wants other voices at the table. 
The FS can help, but not everyone will come to the table. Concern with Congress 
getting involved because of how do we define collaboration? 

Q: If collaboratives achieve goals better together, then how do environmentalists hold the 
option of litigation and be at the table without losing trust? 

A: By being transparent. Be clear about what actions you will take if the collaboratives 
go for deal breakers.  

Q: Why have ‘no go’ areas and deal breakers at all? 

A: We all start there. WE soften across time. Partners learn about each other. This is 
why I don’t like Congress to mandate it. It took BMFP 10 years.  

Q: Open communication is really important, but people should not walk away, and instead 
negotiate and keep the conversation going.  

A: Exercise grace with each other. Come back, the partners will welcome you back, and 
it takes guts to come back. We all need these wins.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Morning Plenary Speaker cont. 
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PANEL: 

New Opportunities for 
Conventional 

Harvesting Systems 
and Biomass 
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PANEL: New Opportunities for Conventional Harvesting 
Systems and Biomass Utilization  
 

A look into DxP vs. Conventional Designation Methods — A Sale 
Administrator’s Perspective 

STEVEN ORANGE (Timber Sale Administrator, Sisters Ranger District, Deschutes NF) 
 
The Sisters RD has seen both cut to length (CTL) and whole tree logging/skidding (WTL/ WTS) 
on our restoration projects over the years. Steven provided the pros/cons of each system 
including production efficiencies as well as environmental considerations. Real-time results 
and pictures of cutting units that have been harvested from each type were shown. 
 
Key Points: 

 Wheeled harvester vs. feller buncher 

 Cut to length vs whole tree 

 Forwarder vs. skidder 

 Skidder can’t distribute weight, forwarder can with tracks 

 Environmental considerations: long boom reach and decrease soil damage; 9’ wide trail 
reaches 30’ on each side (for 65’ span).  

 Applications and efficiencies: 
o WTL: lower residual basal area (under 80); slopes <40%; DxD 
o CTL: higher basal area (>80); better for aspen, riparian areas; more versatile, 

steep slopes, DxP 

 Which is best? CTL is more versatile; WTL is more productive 
 

 
Question: So there’s a higher diesel costs but scale to the project, that’s what makes the 
difference? 

Answer: Yes 
 
Q: Mill perspective is CTL is limited so we don’t like them. Whole trees get higher dollar 
receipts, right? 

A: Yes 
 

Q: 3-5 acres/day, is that total restoration or just logging? 
A: Just logging 

 
Q: On CTL, are you leaving the slash in the woods? 

A: Yes, that does effect the cost of a project. 

 

New Opportunities for Conventional Harvesting Systems and Biomass Utilization 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/steven-orange-2/
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Q: Can you give a comparison of tree lengths? 

A: Some operators are looking at both 
 
Q: Do you prescribe the system in your FS project sales? 

A: No, we discourage that. We don’t set NEPA up on a single system because you would 
fail if the system isn’t available.  

 
 

Biomass Utilization, Harvesting and Markets 

HAN-SUP HAN (Professor, Department of Forestry and Wildland Resources, Humboldt State 
University)  
 
Emerging biomass conversion technologies, such as mobile biochar or pyrolysis/torrefaction 
machines, aim to use forest residues left after extracting merchantable timber or fuel 
reduction thinning operations. The residues generated from these operations typically produce 
low quality feedstock which may not be suitable for new biomass conversion technologies. In 
an effort to increase feedstock quality, we separated sub-merchantable trees and tops and 
processed them to create stem wood piles during the timber harvest. Sorting and processing 
the forest residues can facilitate the production of quality feedstocks by chipping processed 
stem woods, instead of grinding a mix of tops, limbs and branches. The quality of the 
feedstock produced from the sorted materials was characterized by moisture content, particle-
size distribution, bulk density, and ash content. 
 
Our study results showed that a high-quality feedstock can be produced by separating stem 
wood from other residues during a timber harvest. The cost of sorting biomass trees and tree-
tops slightly increased the overall cost of the timber harvest operation, compared to the 
typical practice of piling the forest residues altogether. However, this additional sorting and 
processing practice of tree tops effectively facilitates increased utilization of forest residues to 
high value markets such as post & poles and dowels and thereby enhancing the financial 
potentials as well as avoiding open burning and facilitating tree replanting tasks. 
 
This presentation explained the testing results on four different methods (teepees, criss-cross, 
processor piled, and scattered) used to reduce moisture content in forest residue materials left 
on a timber harvest site. The information presented at this workshop was based upon the 
Waste to Wisdom research work supported by a grant from the U.S. Department of Energy 
under the Biomass Research and Development Initiative (BRDI) program. 
 

 
Question: What are the maintenances on the machines? 

Answer: Some are new, so we don’t know. With history we’ll learn more. 
 
 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

 
New Opportunities for Conventional Harvesting Systems and Biomass Utilization cont. 

 

http://forestrestorationworkshop.org/workshop_speakers/han-sup-han/
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Q: What are the emissions? 
A: In California, air quality issues are huge. Can’t be near residents. These meet forest 
setting standards. 

 
Q: You compared economics of portable vs. centralized, but can we scale it to have it pay for 
itself? 

A: Not completed yet, but we’re looking at it. Markets doesn’t allow hauling right now. 
Scale of economy, but long-haul is not feasible.  

 
Q: Can this tie into the Asian market and debate of efficacy vs market as well as vs coal 
regulation effects? 

A: We do have a market working on this. Increase value product is much more 
exportable. Asian market is promising. China is looking at carbon credits. US market, 
the conversion of plants will create a market.  

 
 

Managing Slash — Needs, Challenges, and Opportunities 

DAVE HANNIBAL (Base Manager, Grayback Forestry) 

How much fire are line officers and managers comfortable with and how far can we push that 
limit? It’s time to change our thinking on a grand scale if we’re to come close to meeting the 

need. Dave will present an in-depth look at the benefits and challenges of contracting 
prescribed fire, versus completing the work with in-house teams. He’ll break down the 
numbers of backlog vs. yearly achievement vs. planned acres, with real-time statistics. Dave 

will also discuss the types of contracts, day rates, and pros vs cons of full service prescribed 
burn contracts. 

Key Points:  

 Forest restoration is about forest contents. We address aesthetics vs effectiveness 

 We should consider that 10% of all piles can fail because we leave them for wildlife and 
prescribed burn 

 Record increase but still only made 75% of cost 

 Diverse workforce doesn’t always meet fast standards 

 Do we need to clean to current levels? 

 Save money and time by allowing some leave piles 

 If we are thinning and treating to survive wildfire, why burn in the snow? Who not let it 
creep and get more benefit from it? 

 
Question: Can we use mastication instead of pile and burning? 

Answer: Yes, though some in S Oregon had negative results with burning because it 
increased tree mortality. 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

 
New Opportunities for Conventional Harvesting Systems and Biomass Utilization cont. 
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Q: Malheur NF is using mastication, doesn’t just chip but throws 300’ out.  

A: However, contract costs are so high that we didn’t award it. Mastication did stop the 
Canyon Creek Fire, so it does work.  

 
Q: How is the plastic being overused? 

A: It depends on the prescription. Could burn in the drier conditions, but dry piles will 
creep.  

 
Q: It is interesting to hear from a contractor advocating for efficiencies 

A: I’ve seen them my whole career. BMFP started an efficiencies committee. What’s 
good for the forest, is good for us. We have to put things on the table. Be brave and 
know this will change. 

 
Q: Some disturbance in aspen could benefit the restoration, do you monitor for effects? 

A: Yes, we look at positive effects. Logging vs. fire for positive effects. We are happy to 
have that conversation. 

 
Q: Dave, can we have monitoring and adaptive management for your suggestions? 

A: Yes, monitoring is key. Collaboratives can help energize the FS and offer new ideas. 
 
Q: Isn’t there a big risk for prescribed burn and pile burn in juniper-sage is the encroachment of 
cheatgrass? 

A: (from Trent Seager), research suggests that you treat with juniper removal and then 
wait for native grasses to respond (# of years), and then you can burn when the natives 
have the upper hand. They can outcompete the cheatgrasses then.  

 
Q: Can we use biomass to power logging machines? 

A: Not yet, but some considerations to create electric machines 
 
Q: What kind of spacing do you need for the mobile sites? 

A: Satellite chipping operations. Enough buffer between the machinery and the forest 
to avoid fire. Depending on the site of operation, model use unit can be 1-2-3. 
A: ¾ of acre to 3 acres for it. Slash sorting is $300/$500 per acre. But you can save that 
in slash management of $300/acre to $800/acre.  

 
Q: Utilization in logging units: could we do ti in PCT without commercial logging? 

A: PCT volume is low. Costs are expensive. Would be economically challenging. 
Commercial and fuel reduction is main effect.  

 
Q: How do you merge policy and practice? 

A: Facilitate conversations. There’s a paper on collaboration that addresses that.  
 
 
 

 
New Opportunities for Conventional Harvesting Systems and Biomass Utilization cont. 
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Q: Dave, how do you go about advocating for change? 
A: Yes, there are a lot of human elements. Forest Regs limit some of it, and maybe we 
should change those. In collaboration, they don’t know the nuts and bolts of what’s 
being done. It takes years for this work.  
A: We reached out to Wyden and Congressional offices; it caused problems with the FS. 
Not the best way; collaboration is better. BMFP made suggestions and we saw those in 
the contracts. We saved $30,000 on a project. It adds up!  
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PANEL: 

Steep Terrain 
Harvesting Systems 
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PANEL: Steep Terrain Harvesting Systems  
 

Skyline Logging —New Approaches to Traditional Systems 

LOREN KELLOGG (Professor Emeritus, Forest Engineering, Oregon State University) 
 
Planning and implementing forest restoration projects on steep slopes in Central and Eastern 
Oregon is typically challenging due to the appropriate harvesting technology and the 
economics for these operating conditions. This presentation suggested solutions to these 
challenges that included: (1) planning and silviculture strategies, (2) use of appropriate skyline 
harvesting technology or new concepts with tethered-assist ground-based technology on 
steep slopes, (3) overview of the process for planning and layout of skyline operations, and (4) 
and needs from the contractor and worker’s perspective for implementing safe and economical 
operations on steep slopes. 
 
 

Steep Slope Harvesting with ground-based equipment  

LEE MILLER (President, Miller Timber Services) 
 
The advancement of steep slope harvesting equipment open up new possibility’s in fuel 
treatments on steeper terrain. 
 
Key Points:  

 We can do 60-85% slopes (6-wheelers); used to do up to 35% slope 

 Varies by soil and ground condition 

 Advanced to Ponsse: 
o Thinning and large diameter trees: slope: downhill 55%, uphill 40% 

 8-wheel Ponsse harvester 
o opened new doors: slopes 70% to flat 
o uphill 45% slope, downhill 70% slope 
o used for juniper 
o Balanced Bogie: keeps balanced on all wheels, so on slopes all 8 wheels are on 

the ground 

 Innovation in tracks: lower compaction by tilling 55% uphill, 75% downhill 

 A lot of stability 

 New Ponsse: up to 29-30” (2.5-3 tons/tree) 
 
 

 22-ton forwarder with Ponsse tethering 
o 65-75% rock slope in Lakeview and it worked 
o Uphill 80% and downhill 65% 

 Environmentally it keeps the ground disturbance the same 

 Soil disturbance - slash on ground allows for multiple trips 

 
Steep Terrain Harvesting Systems 
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Tethered Assist  

JEFF WIMER (Senior Instructor, Oregon State University) 
 
Tethered Assisted harvesting has been utilized in Europe for close to two decades. It offers 
several key advantages to non-tethered harvesting. These systems are recently being 
introduced to the PNW. Some key limitations to non-tethered include: slope limitations, soil 
disturbance and safety. Currently harvesters can navigate slopes up to 70% untethered, but are 
limited to a downhill operation in such steep terrain. With the utilization of tethered systems 
these machines have been able to operate on slopes up to 100%. With tethered systems wheel 
slip is greatly reduced to almost zero in almost all applications. Newer harvesters utilize an 8-
wheel drive system that greatly reduces soil pressure by distributing the overall load. In most 
dry applications the drive chains can also be removed from the drive system further reducing 
soil impacts. The timber industry continues to have the highest fatality rate of all major 
industries. Within the logging sector a man operating a machine is 10 times safer than working 
on the ground. Utilization of tethering systems will allow these machines to cover a much 
larger operational area and reduce the need for men on the ground. 
 
Key Points:  

 Big changes in the way we harvest; big change in safety 

 We have an aging workforce with most over 55 years old 

 Struggle to get workface because of pay & safety 

 We have environmental challenges and costs 

 Two systems: 
o Integrated system has its own lynch 
o 2-systems linked: radio or pressure controlled 

 This is not new, 18-years old, just advancements 

 Tall grousers (tread): zero slips, increased traction 

 Western Oregon cable logging is dominant 

 That can change if it is safer and more predictable with ground based logging 

 Bury the bucket to increase stability, so machine is not too high 

 Move-in and move-out costs for small operations 
 

 

Question: What about worker fatigue? 
Answer: Yes, we are monitoring that at OSU.  

 
Q: Why not use self-leveling? 

A: Because if the operator was using that, he could not see below him. Harvester-
forwarders make up 50% of all sites globally, but <10% in the PNW. Tele operation is 
remote control. Soon closed-cab operator up top remotely controlling the equipment. 
Systems are up and going in Oregon and Washington. 20 pieces pre-sold in OR/WA.  

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

 
Steep Terrain Harvesting Systems cont. 
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Q: What are the costs for the contractor? 
A: We have to keep the equipment moving. $1.6 million tethered team investment 
cover 3 states. 1 team needs 800 acres/year. Have to keep the machines rolling.  

 

Q: Now we know we can do this, is it a good idea? Is there science looking at the effects of 
logging on steep slopes? 

A: Yes, soil science helps us. If we don’t log here in the PNW, we’ll be logging across 
seas. The 2-pass system is negligible on compaction. This should be discussed in 
collaboratives. With issues of forest health and wildfire, those are in steep slopes too 
A: economics, soil, stand damage: we need to add more tools to the toolbox. 
Sedimentation not moving. We are doing cut to length with slash and there’s no run-off 
because of that.  
 

Q: Low volume, high taper wood increases the cost of per piece handling. In these systems, 
how can we be cost-effective? 

A: Yes, it is tough to make them work. Had to find enough quality in the stand to make 
it pay for itself. We should start in the idea stands to see how this works then push the 
envelope.  

 

Q: Are Forest Plan amendments needed to do ground-based logging with >35% slope? 
A: Yes, we got exemptions. FS will need data and a case-study for that.  

 

Q: With on-board truck costs, could this be feasible for Ochoco NF for doing Doug-fir? 
A: Maybe, but not for White Fir or Grand Fir. 
 

  

 
Steep Terrain Harvesting Systems cont. 
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PANEL: A Grounded Approach — Soil Considerations for 
Harvesting  
 
 

Soil Matters — Improving Forest Landscape Planning and Management 
for Diverse Objectives with Soils Information and Expertise 

TERRY CRAIGG (Forest Soil Scientist, Deschutes NF) 
 
Historically soil scientists mapped soil resources and prepared interpretations for resource 
managers. They were viewed as “the resource specialists” who could describe landscape 
capability and response to management. As the focus changed to assessments of soil 
disturbances resulting from forest management, the role of soil scientist became one of 
assessing past and predicting future impacts to soil quality at specific sites. The need to assess 
and limit soil impacts cannot be ignored, but its dominance in forest management in recent 
decades has also led to a diminished awareness of the broader value of soil information in 
forest planning and management decisions. 
 
We present an adaptive management model that provides a framework for integrating soil 
quality concepts into the planning, design, implementation, and monitoring of forest projects. 
This approach helps forest managers recognize the value in using soils information to assure 
that management objectives are matched to soils that have a high potential for achieving and 
sustaining those objectives over time. A case study of the Green Ridge planning area located 
on the Deschutes National Forest, Sisters Ranger District is used to highlight the use and 
potential benefits of detailed soils information in forest planning. Our goal is to help forest 
managers make better planning and management decisions through wider awareness, 
understanding and application of local soils information. 
 
 
 

Soil Resources Management for Logging in Steep Slopes  

GINA RONE (Forest Soil Scientist, Fremont-Winema NF) 
 
Conserving soil characteristics such as integrity, function, and productivity are always 
important in logging operations, but soil management is particularly challenging during 
harvest activities on steeper slopes (>35%). Soil conservation is important for future forest 
productivity, conservation of hydrologic function, and prevention of erosion, especially on 
steep slopes and above fish-bearing streams. 
 
Specific examples of equipment operations damaging soil include side-tracking and turning, 
which can lead to displacement, mixing, and berms. Such disturbance of the natural layering 
and density of soils reduces productivity and moisture retention, among other effects. Ruts 
created by machinery are especially prone to allowing runoff, sediment movement, and over- 

 
A Grounded Approach — Soil Considerations for Harvesting 
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land flow of water, especially when combined with soil compaction. There are however, 
management practices available to mitigate soil-resource impacts, such as aerial logging, but 
when that is not feasible, placement of slash-mats from cut-to-length and forwarder 
operations have proven to be beneficial. 
 
The Forest Service has a pilot project underway on the Fremont-Winema National Forest to 
look at the utilization and effectiveness of slash mats and overall impacts of logging on steep 
slopes. This presentation covered some of the basics of soil preservation in forest management 
with a focus on steep slopes, and report preliminary findings on the latter pilot project studying 
slash-mats. Since current federal regional and forest standards require that no more than 20 
percent of an activity area can be adversely affected, it takes continuous conscious efforts to 
try new approaches, improve old practices, as well as knowing when to refrain from adverse 
activities to ensure that soils will retain their long-term productivity. 
 
 
 

Interaction of Steep Slope Equipment with Soil Resources  

BEN LESHCHINSKY (Professor, Oregon State University)  

 
 

Safe and acceptable operation of heavy equipment on steep slopes requires consideration of 
equipment operative configuration and soil conditions. Operative factors that affect safety are 
machine orientation and soil disturbance are cable, or “tether” assistance, site soil and 
moisture conditions, and slope. This presentation took two basic, technical perspectives and 
evaluated the operation of tethered equipment on steep slopes: a safety perspective and a soil 
disturbance perspective. Beneficial and adverse operative conditions were addressed for both 
priorities. 

 

  

 
A Grounded Approach — Soil Considerations for Harvesting cont. 
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PANEL: Designation Methods — Lessons Learned  
 

Alternative contracting methods and implementation strategies for 

commercial harvest 

AMANDA LINDSAY (Silviculturist, Blue Mountain Ranger District, Malheur NF) 
 
This presentation discussed the differences, advantages, and disadvantages between timber 
sale contracting methods such as traditional timber sale, IRTC, IRSC, and the 10-year 
stewardship. The differences, advantages, and disadvantages between Forest Service mark 
and using Designation by Prescription, and how these methods of tree selection fit in with the 
different contracting methods, will also be discussed. 
 
Advantages of using alternative contracting and tree selection methods include decreased sale 
prep time and cost, treating sales that may not be economically viable, and providing 
consistency to contractors. One disadvantage is the increased risk to the government. These 
contracting and tree selection methods have been used on the Malheur National Forest in the 
Starr Stewardship project, Marshall Divine, Soda Bear, and Galena. In addition, a comparison 
between Forest Service mark and Designation by Prescription was completed in the Starr 
Stewardship project to determine if there were any differences between basal area, 
clumpiness, and cost for these two methods. Since the Starr Stewardship trial Designation by 
Prescription has been used for several other projects on the Malheur, including Marshall Divine 
and Galena. 
 
 

DxP  
STEVEN ORANGE (Timber Sale Administrator, Sisters Ranger District, Deschutes NF) 
 
The Sisters RD has seen both CTL and Whole Trees Skidding on our restoration projects over 
the years. Steven will provide the pros/cons of each system including production efficiencies as 
well as environmental considerations. Real-time results and pictures of cutting units that have 
been harvested from each type will also be shown. 
 
 
 

  

 
Designation Methods —Lessons Learned 
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Partnering for Successful Implementation 

Key Points (Bill): 

 Efficiencies are not shortcuts 

 We need to be competitive for funding 

 Timing of funding is important, because we can’t hire temporary workers and properly 
increase the pace & scale if we have changes in the workforce 

 If we’re going to have more work, we need to have the right workforce 

 History with the FS is a barrier: we’ve always done it that way. Well, why? And can’t we 
change it? 

 Short-term efficiencies: do this and save money 

 Long-term efficiencies: create effective ways 

 Neither of these are shortcuts 

 We need to plan 

 Living in Central Oregon, there’s an increase in the population around recreation 

 None of our barriers are global killers 

 Opportunity: internal learning from the National Forest and Districts 

 Deschutes Collaborative has helped with external learning 

 DCFP has focused on desired outcomes for: Eastside Pine, Mistletoe, moist-mixed 
conifer 

 Recommendation mean that we don’t have to have the same conversations each time 
on each project 

 All lands - all hands: burning on private land and the DNF; used ODF marking crews; 
shared resources are super effective 

 Collaboratives are the best asset we have here on the Deschutes NF 

 The CFLRP and collaborative is funded until 2019 

 Joint Chiefs and NRCS involved. BLM, FS, Private. Look at all-lands and look for funding 
support for it 

 Efficiencies depends on relationships built before hand, before it is time to light a 
match or cut a tree 

 Calculate between risk and chance 
 

Key Points (Slater) 

 Share the thoughts and the ideas of how to get from where we are to where we want to 
go 
 

 Because of reduced budget, we’ve had to change the things we do to  
maximize our work on the ground 

 Want to be happy on the DNF, the Ochoco NF, and the Grasslands 

 To get things to change, it’s like turning a battleship. It takes a long time.  

 Be willing to say I did that and it didn’t work 

 
Morning plenary speaker 
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 Willingness to learn and share what we’ve learned from our mistakes 

 Leverage by being honest about what we can and can’t do 
 

 
Question: If COFSF were to raise money for restoration, what would you like us to do with it? 

Answer: Aspen restoration and pollinator habitat; areas rather than a project; smoke 
management, burn in the block size. We’d like help getting us the leverage for that. 
There’s a lot more acres of restoration treatment and prescribed fire.  

 

 

 

 

  

 
Morning plenary speaker cont. 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
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PANEL: Bridges and Water Crossings — Challenges and 
Opportunities  
 

Roads, Bridges and Stream Crossings 

BETH DODSON (Associate Professor, Integrated Natural Resource, University of Montana) 
 
Forest roads and water crossings appropriate to Eastern Oregon (or Eastside forests in the 
PNW in general). There are often significant issues in Eastside forests with access to harvest 
operations with both seasonal and permanent roads (e.g. aging or restrictive bridges, low 
volume harvest removals, use of temporary bridges, low water crossings etc.). This 
presentation provided the audience with options for low-cost and/or low-impact road and 
crossing options. 
 
 

Low-cost approaches to Roads 

KEVIN VAN CLEAVE (Forest Engineer, Cascade Timber Consulting) 
 
The discussion included the seasonality of road summer (dry and dusty), winter (frozen 
ground), and the freeze thaw break up. It also included typical cost of road rocking and how 
that increases road costs. 
 
 

Low-cost approaches to Stream Crossings  

ANDY CONKLIN (Forest Engineer, Weyerhaeuser’s North Valley Operations) 
 

This discussion explored the various effective crossing options for both intermittent and 

perennial streams. 

Key Points: 

 Use temporary culverts, then remove them. The straw biodegrades and revegetates 

 Used stumps to create dry bridge above wet soil with 2 culverts 

 ODF standards for size of culverts are based on a 50-year peak event 

 Put in very simple crossing and mitigate. It is much cheaper than if you over planned it 
  

 
Bridges and Water Crossings — Challenges and Opportunities 
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PANEL: Managing Good Fire at the Right Place and Right Time 
 

Managed Fire — A tool or a hazard? 

Lakeview Forest Stewardship Group  
Panelist: Berry Schelenburger, FMO 

Ned Livingston, resident 
John O’Keefe, Oregon Cattlemen’s Association 
Randy Bailey, Oregon Department of Forestry 

 
Key Points (BS) 

 19M acres of fire-adapted forest, and restoration will require fire 

 Interagency cooperation (USFS, ODF, among others) 

 Try for 10M acres of prescribed fire; target is 23K for restoration; got 58K acres counting 
timber harvest and other activities 

 Working type 1 fires, I’ve seen the effects of prescribed fire 

 We have fuel build-up; we’re not staying ahead 

 Should use more managed fire with natural ignitions 

 Draw Fire: had NEPA in place, put in dozer line. Should have let it burn.  

 Need more public communication on managed fire 

 Also need to train firefighters on this approach of managing wildfire, particularly ODF 

 Included partners in conversations (individual land owners and small land owners) 
o Green Diamond supports it but wants clear communication 
o County Commissioners offer less buy-in 
o Specialists: still working on communicating with them; silviculturist pointed out 

that fire suppression is in the Forest Plan, meaning we have a long way to go 

 We sent people to the SW for training. They said give it 10 years to be adopted 
 
Key Points (RB) 

 ODF protects 1.2M acres in Klamath and Lake Counties 

 Need to get everyone at the table, and it takes many meetings 

 ODF mission is suppression, personally likes prescribed fire 

 Need to be able to communicate with private landowners, early and keep in the loop 

 Don’t forget that fire season is about suppression, but there’s a right time for managed 
fire 
 

 Who pays for managed fire? Are we contradicting the Smokey Bear message? 

 Smoke management is an issue 

 Wilderness is a big difference, especially where it borders private land 

 Must communicate expectations and contingency plans; it is a slow process 

 Must show success; that is how you build trust 
 

 
Managing Good Fire at the Right Place and Right Time 
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Key Points (JO’K) 

 Bring a private, non-FS perspective 

 Fire isn’t the same as pre-settlement fire; we’re not going back 

 Native burning was different 

 The Sage Grouse has changed things 

 Ranchers & Fire: need it for juniper control, but too much fuel loading; fire can help 
control seeds 

 Fire enhances forage availability 

 Need treatment so as to not lose the Ponderosa Pine 

 Ag researchers are looking at native bunchgrass, and fire will be needed 

 Ranchers aren’t ideal fire practitioners 

 Rural Fire Protection Associations (RFPAs) are a good resource for ranchers: workshops 
on prescribed fire, good at showing ranchers what they don’t know; provides best 
assistance 

 Urges landowners to join RFPA 

 Some are new, helping evolve our understanding of fire 

 Ranchers prefer grazing, but we’ll have to get over it because some places are unfit 
(lack of water, low productivity, etc.) 

 Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) provides emergency areas for livestock if 
displaced by fire; currently only allows grazing for 60 days, but a full season is needed. 
Could parcel and rotate to graze 60 days max on a parcel.  

 Managed fire requires awareness of livestock: how it impacts grazing, seasonal needs 

 Ranchers should work with neighbors and consult the experts 

 Fire is a tool and a hazard. We need to get it right 
 
Key Points (NL): 

 We need to think in geological time 

 Live on a ranch with big timber and ingrowth is causing problems 

 Thinning caused fuel buildup, so crushed it with a D6 cat 

 Surrounded by Federal land, but have a positive relationship with them 

 BLM wanted to burn, approached about private burning too. Glad they asked, thought 
it was terrific! 

 Working on a collaborative effort back in the 1990s 

 ODF helped with the private burn; great learning experience 

 Over time, more prescribed burn 

 Private owners can fear fire, but it is a necessary tool 
 
 

 

Question: Could there be a policy change to incentivize private burning? 
Answer: Farm Bill needs refinement of CRP. Longer commitments.  

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

 
Managing Good Fire at the Right Place and Right Time cont. 
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Q: Can you manage fire on State land? 

A: Used to be unheard of, but that’s changing. More prescribed fire through NRCS. We 
want to burn more.  

 
Q: How many burns? 

A: Several. Some with USFS and BLM. Sadly, ODF hasn’t done enough. Fault lies with 
Salem, but attitude is changing slowly. Insurance is an issue, as there’s no coverage.  

 
Q: Does interagency approach help in managing a prescribed burn? in communicating with the 
public? 

A: Interagency communication is huge. Mixed resources looks good to the public. We 
held public meetings.  

 
Q: What limits prescribed fire? Smoke, capacity, other? 

A: Combination of them. TNC in Ashland, they have 40K acres under NEPA but can’t 
always burn. Smoke management is tough, though getting better. Funding is also a 
factor. Lose 5% annually.  

 
Q: What’s the biggest challenge in R6? 

A: Checkerboard land pattern. Getting communication and relationships. Hiring PR 
person just for fire.  
A: Weather windows; public awareness of need; communication 
A: Cohesive strategy calls for more resilient landscape. We are working hard on that. 
Private industry only things, and that doesn’t work. Collins should follow TNC Sycan 
example of burning. Let’s all work together.   

 
 

Prescribed Fire at Scale  

DANA SKELLY (Deputy Fire Staff, Fuels, Malheur National Forest) 
 
The Malheur National Forest, at the southern edge of the Blue Mountains of Eastern Oregon, is 
dominated by forest types which historically had very frequent, low-severity fires. Current 
research shows a fire return interval of 12-28 years even in moist mixed conifer stands. Dry 
forest types account for approximately 1 million acres on the Malheur and have been at the 
frequent end of this range. Freely extrapolating, this translates to treating 83,000 acres per 
year in dry forest types alone to approximate the historic range of variability (HRV). Yet we 
average just under 6,000 acres of burning each year, and approximately 13,000 footprint acres 
treated in total per year. This will not do. 
 
This scenario is not uncommon across forests in the western US. It begs two questions. How do 
we complete the landscape scale burning we have committed to in our NEPA? Meet forest plan 
and national cohesive wildland fire strategy—pay me now to avoid the pay-me-later scenario? 
In this presentation, we explored efficiencies we have begun to implement on the Malheur as 
well as explored examples from other regions that offer ideas for constructive paths forward. 

 
Managing Good Fire at the Right Place and Right Time cont. 
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Question: How do we better prepare a workforce? Too much suppression emphasis.  

Answer: More cross-training with TNC. Prescribed fire can’t be different than 
suppression. It is all burning. We remove fuels in restoration and then we burn.  

 
Q: Risk can increase the burden on other shops. Thoughts? 

A: We need to accept that bad things will happen.  
 
Q: R3 has a background where fire was allowed. Need to be supported from the top. How do 
we fund that? 

A: Burning is needed, not just thinning. Canyon Creek showed the need for prescribed 
burning. We burned after Canyon Creek and FS leadership supported that. R6 is 
multiple use in a big way; this constricts the decision space. Must start with safe 
experiments.  

 
Q: We plan with clumps, leave areas where we don’t want to burn. What do we do? 

A: Wildlife and riparian areas can act like wicks.  
 
Q: Takes more than 1 burn; keep a landscape focus. Can the BLM, USFS get the message out? 
Are we learning? 

A: The FS has used prevention more. Public doesn’t trust the Federal government. 
Collaboratives can help with that.  

 
 
 

Contracting Prescribed Fire  

DAVE HANNIBAL (Base Manager, Grayback Forestry) 

How much fire are line officers and managers comfortable with and how far can we push that 
limit? It’s time to change our thinking on a grand scale if we’re to come close to meeting the 

need. Dave will present an in-depth look at the benefits and challenges of contracting 
prescribed fire, versus completing the work with in-house teams. He’ll break down the 

numbers of backlog vs. yearly achievement vs. planned acres, with real-time statistics. Dave 

will also discuss the types of contracts, day rates, and pros vs cons of full service prescribed 
burn contracts. 

 
Key Points: 

 Malheur NF used to use contracts for burning, but stopped 

 BMFP story of realizing gap between planning & accomplishments on fire 

 Do we treat on time with prescribed fire @ $80/acre or wait and spent $800/acre? 

 We all need to push social license on prescribed and managed fire 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
 

 

 
Managing Good Fire at the Right Place and Right Time cont. 
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Question: How often do you use treatment versus fire versus both? 
Answer: Varies. Used to be 2 months of burning, now piling and thinning more. Hard to 
retain qualified people for prescribed burning. 

 
Q: How to you handle crew logistics? 

A: Nice to work from base, but we do travel 
 

Q: Stewardship and prescribed fire, is the contractor doing smoke management, moisture level 
testing, etc.? 

A: Agency does smoke management. Contractor does moisture, measure of 
accomplishment. Contractor tests moisture for the burn window. Still working through 
contract details. COR could stop/change the way we burn.  

 
Q: How do we better prepare a workforce? Too much suppression emphasis.  

A: Contractors get prescribed burning experience, leading to comfortability with it. 
Imbed a prescribed fire team in suppression efforts. Stop late-day ignitions. More 
training and opportunities.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
  

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS: 
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PANEL: Forest Treatments for Riparian Health  
 
Hydrologic Challenges of Management in Riparian Areas  
BOB HASSMILLER (District Hydrologist, Blue Mountain Ranger District, Malheur NF) 
 
Climate change and the interruption of wildfires due to past forest management are creating 
uncharacteristic late seral forest conditions within dry forest (Eastern Oregon) riparian areas. 
Recent wildfires illustrate the potential for dramatic changes in riparian forested cover at 
scales inconsistent with historic patterns/observations. This presentation focused on 
observations and insights into riparian areas (valley characteristic influence on forested seral 
conditions), science around processes and functions of riparian areas, management activities 
that have been successfully implemented through shared learning, integrated planning, and 
tradeoffs between maintaining the status quo versus active management in riparian areas. 
 
 
 

Riparian restoration planning, implementation and monitoring - Not all 
zones are created equal  

SCOTT MELCHER (Melcher Logging Company) 
WILL BRENDECKE (Silviculturist, Sisters Ranger District, Deschutes National Forest) 
 
Riparian restoration objectives are have become a central part of projects on the Sisters 
Ranger District in recent years. Central to concerns of working in riparian areas include, but not 
limited to, soil impacts and stream shade concerns. Three recent projects specifically have 
utilized thinning in RHCAs/ riparian reserves using hand-thinning and/or harvesting equipment 
to accomplish work. Lessons learned from planning (site specificity implied) to implementation 
(logging systems and design) have increased our ability to meet riparian objectives while 
maintaining resource protection concerns. Talking points included: survey 3 past/current 
projects and identify some specific differences from the planning to implementation (including 
logging systems and design) important in riparian management. A brief discussion on 
monitoring was included in order to demonstrate more far reaching information important in 
measuring outcomes. 

 
 
Proactive Riparian Treatments and Clean Water Act Compliance  
JASON WILCOX (Forest Fisheries Biologist, Deschutes and Ochoco NFs and Crooked River 
National Grassland) 
 
The number of fuels reduction and thinning projects that include riparian area environments is 
increasing across the Western United States, bringing new challenges to riparian area 
management. Many of these project treatments are needed to maintain riparian biodiversity 
and restore valued functions of riparian area environments, while protecting them from  

 
Forest Treatments for Riparian Health 
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catastrophic wildfire, disease and insects. Restoration is needed largely in response to legacy 
effects such as fire suppression, land use and other human disturbance. 
 
Riparian areas are protected by administrative regulations, such as the Clean Water Act, but 
others which are largely custodial and restrict active management. In this presentation we 
discuss how the Deschutes and Ochoco National Forests have been working with the Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality to get conditional approval letters for riparian area 
treatments that may reduce shade. Generally, the anti-degradation clause of the Clean Water 
Act does not allow for short term effects greater than 6 months. However, these conditional 
approval letters have recognized there may be short term effects (longer than 6 months) for 
long term net ecological benefits. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Forest Treatments for Riparian Health cont. 
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